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Who are we?

Founded company
Scottish software start-up founded in 2018
by a group of engineers, computer scientists,
mathematicians and physicists
Developed Optioneer, a product
that fundamentally changes the way all linear
infrastructure schemes are designed
Allows users to automate their design
process and use our powerful optimisation
algorithms to optioneer harder and faster

2019
Early prototype developed

Testing with selected partners
2020
Secured £1.5M funding

Product launch

What is the problem?
Growing demand for new, high performance infrastructure driven by population growth…
…but the infrastructure sector faces a growing skills shortage and stagnant productivity

Need to reduce effort to plan & design infrastructure schemes and fast track delivery…
…so we need more automation and more powerful tools to optimise decision-making

How do we currently design linear infrastructure?
Lots of manual tools for every planning and design discipline = slow, siloed approach
Feasibility assessment
&
Conceptual design
ArcGIS
Google Earth Pro
Excel
MS Word & pdf
Infraworks

Option exploration
&
Option selection

Single option development
&
Detailed design

ArcGIS
Google Earth Pro
Excel
Early CAD / BIM
Discipline-speciﬁc simulation packages

AutoCAD Civil 3D
MicroStation
OpenRail / OpenRoads
Revit
Discipline-speciﬁc simulation packages

Very hard to explore lots of design options in detail and ﬁnd the best possible ones

How can we design better and faster?

We need to:

What we do differently:

Capture all planning and design disciplines
in one place and link them in real time

Provide a systems-of-systems model
where you can include all disciplines

Explore every possible design option in more
detail right from the start and do it faster

Automate your design logic and
standards into ‘design rules’

Use more powerful tools to quickly ﬁnd the
best design options for a range of objectives

Use AI to rapidly generate and search
through millions of design solutions

Introducing Optioneer…

…a AI-driven tool built for infrastructure planners & designers

What is Optioneer’s value proposition?

Gives the user
superpowers

Drives better design
outcomes

Capture more design detail

Higher design conﬁdence

Reduce design time

Faster design decisions

Explore more design options

CAPEX and OPEX savings

How big is the estimated global market for linear infrastructure?

Who are the users and customers?

Primary Customer Segments

Future Customer Segments

- Engineering consultancies

- Management consultants

- Construction ﬁrms

- Infrastructure investors

- Asset owners & operators

- Infrastructure insurers

Example Users

Example Use Cases

Designers, estimators, GIS &
environmental and project managers

Strategic infrastructure planning,
technical due diligence, risk assurance

Market Traction
Early Adopters

Majority

- Signed a long term collaboration with leading
UK engineering consultancy, Mott MacDonald
- Signed 5 enterprises* to join our early
adopter programme for beta launch in August

Testers

Early adopters

Laggards

- In advanced discussions with 15 enterprises
to trial Optioneer after early adopters
- Testing on projects shows that Optioneer can
reduce design programme time by 40% and
generate up to 15% savings in project costs
*Confidential but includes major engineering consultancies and contractors

SWOT analysis
Strengths

Weaknesses

- Design outputs driven by design standards,
real costing data and construction quantities

- Cost of switching to new technologies for
customers is a barrier to rapid adoption

- Advanced AI algorithms which free up more
engineering time for big picture thinking

- Widespread need to educate the
infrastructure industry more about AI

Opportunities

Threats

- Potential step change in industry productivity
though good human-machine collaboration

- Apprehension of infrastructure industry
players to adoption of AI-driven tools

- Ability to design much faster, build cheaper
and reduce embedded carbon emissions

- Procurement frameworks can shut out startups and SMEs and protect incumbents

How will Optioneer transform the infrastructure industry?
More focus on automating infrastructure planning, design and management expertise
Industry will start to move away from a highly project-driven approach towards a
‘product-based approach’ that embraces much more standardisation and repeatability

The use of AI within the infrastructure will increase as the beneﬁts are demonstrated
Governments, infrastructure owners and investors will recognise the need to encourage
adoption of these approaches and create the incentives to make it happen faster

And who are the team behind Optioneer?
Advisory Board
(industry & academia)

Above: John Priestland, Prof. Gordon
Masterton OBE & Prof. Emma Hart

Conclusion

Our product, Optioneer, is a digital solution that can help to tackle the big infrastructure
issues by drastically reducing the effort involved in designing linear infrastructure and
rapidly identifying the best designs for a wide range of different objectives
We believe that combining the best of human and artiﬁcial intelligence is the future of the
infrastructure industry. Optioneer does not replace humans; it gives them superpowers.

Check out our website at: https://continuum.industries

Contact for more information: matt@continuum.industries

